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Spring sports kick in, see story pg. 10
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Panamanian
police stop
chaotic mob
PANAMA CITY, Panama
(AP) — Police and soldiers using shotguns, rubber truncheons
and tear gas broke up a march
Monday by thousands of opponents of Panama's strongman,
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega,
and arrested five of the protest
leaders.
Soldiers later surrounded the
Marriott Hotel, used as a base
by many foreign journalists and
as a headquarters by the opposition National Civic Crusade.
There were reports that crusade
leaders were arrested and
cameras and equipment confiscated from reporters, photographers and television crews.
Meanwhile, a general strike
that has closed down an estimated 90 percent of Panama's
industry and commerce entered

its second week.
Ignoring an order to disperse,
a crowd of more than 10,000
cheering, singing people marched about half a mile toward
the capital's central business
district Monday afternoon before being attacked by soldiers.
A water cannon, a tanker
truck fitted with a revolving turret atop its cab, sped through the
line spraying people with a choking mixture of waters and chemicals.
Behind the truck charged
police and soldiers firing birdshot and beating people with
18-inch truncheons.
Reporters saw several people
hit by shotgun pellets but there
was no official account of injuries or arrests.
□ See Panama, page 6.

Racism possible
proficiency topic
by Jackie Jackson
copy editor

The Undergraduate Student Government is recommending that
racism be the topic for next fall's English 112 proficiency exam.
A proposal was passed by USG March 17 and was addressed to
Lester Barber, chair of the English department, according to Denise
Doherty, chair of USG's minority affairs and human relations committee.
The proposal was received by Barber on March 21 and the topic
has been put on the agenda for Thursday's English department staff
meeting.
Barber said he thinks the proposal is a very promising idea.
Because the proposal was suggested by USG, a non-academic unit
a See Proficiency, page 5.

Photo courtesy the Key/Brad Phalin

'Maine' Man
Bowling Green goaltender Paul Connell and defenseman Alan Leggett
skate away aimlessly as Maine's Bob Corkum reacts after scoring in
the Black Bears' 4-3 victory Saturday night in Orono, Maine. The Fal-

cons' season ended after losing the two-game, total-goals NCAA series, 9-4. See page 9.

Six vie for teaching award Gillmor endorses
improvement bill

by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

The field for the University's
1988 Master Teacher Award has
been narrowed to six finalists.
The winner of the award will
be announced April 18 at the
Alumni Association and Undergraduate Alumni Association
Outstanding High School Junior
Awards Banquet.
The finalists for the award are
Elizabeth Allgeier, associate
professor of psychology; M. Neil
Browne, professor of economics; Vincent Kantorski, assistant professor of musical arts;

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

Browne

Stong-Groat

Joseph Spinelli, associate
professor of geography; Elizabeth Stimson, associate
professor of education and curriculum instruction; and Cynthia Stong-Groat, associate
professor of biology.
The award is beneficial for a

Kantonkl

Spinelli

Allgeier

teacher, according to Mariann
Reinke, assistant director of
alumni affairs.
"The most tangible reward is
the $1,000 cash, a personal plaque and the winner's name is
placed on a plaque in the Alumni
Center," Reinke said.

Stimson

Students and faculty nor* .te
on-campus teacners, she said.
One eligibility factor is teachers
must have taught on campus,
full-time, for at least three
years.
D See Master Teacher, page 3.

Dismembered body identified
TOLEDO (AP) — Police continued to
search Monday for clues in the death of a
woman after finding some parts of her
body in several plastic bags along banks of
the Maumee River near downtown Toledo
the past weekend.
Capt. Kenneth Koperski, head of the
Toledo Police Division's crimes against
persons unit, identified the woman as
Cecelia Arthur, 50. of Toledo.
He said police have evidence she may
have been killed at her house. He declined
comment on what evidence has been
found.

Tuesday
: University President Paul Olscamp
spent Spring Break in Austria, receiving
an award at the University of Salzburg,
see story page four.
DThe University's Coop Office has
more requests from students than It is
able to accomodate, see story page six.
[ 'Bowling Green baseball team's first
home game Is today at 3 p.m.. see story
page ten.

Police Sgt. Bill Burpee said officers continued to search the area for body parts
and evidence that could lead to Arthur's
assailant. He said there are no suspects.
Burpee said there has been a lot of illegal dumping in the area near an old pain
mill where the bags were first spotted, and
that this makes the search difficult.
Three teen-agers found the first bags of
body parts late Friday, and police found
additional bags Saturday. So tar, about 70
pieces of Arthur's body have been discovered in the bags.

Body parts found so far include the head,
right arm and left thigh, said Joe Inman, a
Lucas County coroner's office investigator. He said the woman had been
shot in the head.
He said he suspects the body parts were
tied in the brown plastic bags and thrown
in the Maumee, but washed up on the bank.
Rocks and other debris along the shore
probably caused the bags to rip open.
The bags were strewn along a 350-yard
stretch of the river, Inman said.

Ohio Senate President Paul
Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, Monday signed House Bill 810, which
includes $14 million in capital
improvements for the UniversityAfter Gillmor signed the
bill atlhe University's
Mileti Alumni
Center, it was
sent to Columbus for Gov.
Richard
Celeste's signature before
the governor animor
Con a trip that will last more
two weeks.
House Bill 810 covers all of the
state's capital improvements.
Gillmor said the University
did better than other universities in terms of receiving most of
the money it requested.
"Bowling Green State University has distinguished itself as a
truly outstanding institution of
higher education," Gillmor said.
"The state capital improvements bill is an investment in
the (University's) future, in the

future of higher education in
Ohio and in the future of Ohio."
The University will receive $9
million for an addition to the
Fine Arts Building, $1.3 million
for basic renovations, $1.3 million for instructional equipment,
$826,000 for asbestos removal,
$525,000 for data processing
equipment, $340,000 for modifications of the Continuing Education offices, and $307,000 for roof
repairs and replacements.
The University's Firelands
campus, in Huron, will receive
$94,000 for basic renovations,
$62,900 for instructional equipment, and $18,800 for data processing equipment.
Robert McGeein, assistant
vice president of operations and
director of capital planning, said
the University will spend the
money July 1,1988.
McGeein sent a request to the
Ohio Board of Regents during
the summer of 1986. He said universities and colleges send capital improvement requests to the
Ohio Board of Regents every
two years.
McGeein said he originally
asked for $24 million in capital
improvements.
!_ See Gillmor, page 8.

News in Brief
Latta claims Gillmor rpoll
SnOUld be disregarded
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio (AP) — A candidate
for a congressional seat here says a telephone survey by his opponent, Paul Gillmor, is unscientifie, phony and should be disregarded" by Republicans.
Robert Latta, who is seeking the 5th Congressional District seat his father, Delbert Latta,
is vacating alleged Monday that Gillmor's pollsters were urging Latta's supporters to vote for
Gillmor.

Giiimor, who is leaving ius post as Ohio senate Jackson to visit Dayton

president to run for congress, said he is not conducting a poll and that the calls were an effort to
get his message out to voters.
Latta, Gillmor and Rex Damschroder of Fremont are the three candidates seeking Republican
nomination for the congressional seat in Ohio's
May 3 primary.
"I have had calls from people who were offended
and upset at the grave inaccuracies and bias
shown in this poll," said Latta, a Bowling Green
lawyer. "For example, the poll only mentions two
candidates, Gillmor and me, while there are three
candidates running."

'
DAYTON (AP) — The Rev. Jesse Jackson, a
contender for the Democratic presidential nornination, will visit Dayton April 30 for a fund-raising
reception and dinner, state Rep. C.J. McLin, his 1
state chairman, said Monday.

Jackson will appear at a $250-per-person re- 1
ception at Mayo Industries and attend a $30-a-plate
dinner at the Lakeview Palladium, said McLin
D-Dayton.
The dinner will be sponsored by the Mount Olive
Baptist Church, he said.
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Photo system flawed
Big brother won't be watching area motorists.
Toledo law enforcement agencies do not
Elan to begin equipping police vehicles with a comination still-photography-camera and radar
system which snaps pictures of motorists who are
speeding on the highway.
Although nothing has changed except adding a
camera to the common radar, this method for
documenting speeding violations has been considered an invasion of privacy and dubbed a BigBrother-Is-Watching tactic by some opponents.
This is because speeding drivers are automatically
photographed, along with the vehicle, its license
number and the location, time and date of the violation.
The citation is then mailed to the vehicle's registered owner who can pay the fine, contest it in
court or, if the owner was not the person behind the
wheel, tell authorities who was driving the vehicle.
Finding and identifying the driver is a noted
problem with this method, according to police officials.
The method also calls for self-incrimination because the car owners are asked to answer a series
of questions in the mailed citation. Arrest warrants
are issued when the questionnaires are not filled
out, despite the fact that the Fifth Amendment
protects against self-incrimination.
The $80,000 per-unit system is called a "money
mill" by some since it enables police departments
to catch substantially more people in the act of
speeding, causing traffic-related revenues to go up.
Toledo police were right in not considering the
system, since catching speeders is not the only concern in enforcing the traffic laws. The radar units
would predominantly be used on interstate highways, where it is not unusual for the flow of traffic
to go above the speed limit.
The photo radar, used in Europe for almost 20
years, was tried but discontinued in LaMarque,
Texas and has been in use in Paradise Valley, Arizona, since October, 1987 — the only U.S. jurisdiction believed to be utilizing the equipment.

Letters
ACGFA doing fine job
at tasks assigned to'it
I have read with interest the
editorial of March 10, and the article of March 9,1988, relevant to
the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA). A few observations occur
to me that I would like to share
—these observations come after
having served as an alternate to
ACGFA this year.
(1) The purpose of ACGFA as
I understand it is to allocate
funds to student organizations.
Organizations come before ACGFA and present their budget
requests for the next academic
year. They also give the committee information on programming for the past year, and
firogramming that is projected
or the coming year. The committee then questions the presenters about their programming. Organizations are not automatically granted the amount
of money they request —
requests for funding are considered by the committee with
much committee discussion,
and at times committee recommendations for the organization
for the next academic year.
(2) During the last round of
hearings (February and March
1988), representatives put in approximately 40 hours of meeting
time all on weekends. This time
span is necessary to accomplish
all of the committee's work. If
the committee was to meet during the year to go over budgets,
imagine the time commitment.
What student would be willing to
set aside this amount of time for
ACGFA membership?
(3) As I understand it, each
organization that receives funding from ACGFA has a budget
administrator — a faculty
member or administrator who is

supposed to sign all requisitions
for payment before they are sent
to flie business office for pay-'
ment. I feel this administrator/faculty member should be
responsible in part for ensuring
that expenditures fall within the
missions and objectives of the
organization. Can ACGFA really
go over each organization's programming and expenditures
with a fine tooth comb?
(4) All of the organizations
who have representatives to
ACGFA are not involved in the
ACGFA process. For whatever
the reason, representatives to
ACGFA don't come to meetings,
or attend only some of the meetings. If ACGFA were to meet
during the academic year to review expenditures by organizations, would there still be a problem with absenteeism? I think
so. In fact, I feel multiple ACGFA meetings would only exacerbate the attendance problem.
The workings of ACGFA are
fascinating, and I am glad I had
the opportunity to serve as the
alternate representative for the
Third World Graduate Association. I think compliments are in
order for all of the ACGFA representatives who were there,
who asked timely, probing questions, and who deliberated tully
before making funding recommendations and observations
about the organizations who
came before ACGFA. Dr. Bob
Arrowsmith does an outstanding
job in guiding committee members, and in not imposing his
opinions on the members.
So, in response to the editorial
of March 10 — I think the ACGFA committee is doing a fine
job at its assigned job — advising about allocations for funding
— not policing use of funds by
student organizations. If committee members feel there are
discrepancies in how funds have
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Why not President Jackson?
Miscellaneous
By Mike
Doherty

Back in 1984, the year I turned
18,1 voted for the first time — in
the Ohio presidential primary. I
paid little attention to the actual
issues and opted to cast my ballot for the candidate who I perceived as most exciting and vibrant. Jesse Jackson.
This year, on May 3,1 will vote
in the 1988 Ohio presidential
primary, for the man who I percieve as most qualified — the
candidate with whom I agree
about most major issues.
Jesse Jackson.
A recent edition of the Cleveland Plain Dealer printed an
analysis of the the Democratic
Party's options in view of Jackson's stunning victory in the Michigan primary.
According to writer Robert
Shogan, these options are two:
"Stop Jackson by throwing
party support behind Massachusetts governor Mike Dukakis, or "Dump Dukakis" and
find a viable third alternative,
perhaps Bill Bradley or Mario
Cuomo.
This is fairly representative of
party opinion nationwide. But it
seems to me that, for no logically sound reason, everyone is
ignoring the third, perhaps most
viable alternative.
Why not nominate Jackson?
There are plenty of theories
being thrown around. He's
black, and the nation isn't ready
for a black president; he has

never held an elected political
office; he's a preacher and could
not effectively separate church
and state; he doesn't have a
good grasp of the issues; he
can't win in the general election.
But as much as the good oP
boys network of the Democratic
Party wants to find an excuse to
not nominate Jesse, none of the
above work.
He's black. Yes, he is. So? The
only way to combat an established old-boy prejudice is to ignore it.
Two decades ago, the country
was in a furor over a controversial presidential candidate —
and the Democratic hierarchy
was sure the country was not
ready for a Catholic president.
He won the nomination anyway.
His name was John F. Kennedy.
He's never held an elected political office. True. Neither did a
few guys named Washington,
Taylor, Grant, and Eisenhower.
Of course, these men were all
military heroes; yet, what
makes a general more qualified
for political office than a preacher?
Organizationally, Jackson has
created and coordinated the
nationally-successful Operation
PUSH.
He's a preacher — he could
not effectively separate church
and state. A valid concern, but
perhaps more effectively directed at Pat Robertson, who has
centered his campaign around
bringing God back into the home
and school.
The Rev. Jackson has done no
such thing; perhaps a good way
to consider his career as a preacher is this: his experience on
the pulpit has helped him to develop his public speaking skills
so he can effectively deliver his
message to a generally disinterested public.
I suppose he could have tried
an acting career instead...
By the way, the last preacher

been spent, or how the organization intends to spend funds, this
is brought to the attention of the
organization. Funding is not au- OrtW pmtvto CMrUK (OflUl-OM
tomatic and random — committee recommendations are well
thought out, and I believe in
most cases fair.

to inhabit the White House was a
guy named Jefferson.
He doesn't have a good grasp
of the issues. This is simply preposterous. The general public
doesn't have a very good grasp
of what Jesse stands for, true;
but that seems to be the nature
of presidential campaigns in
general.
Quick, what does George Bush
stand for? Or Mike Dukakis?
They each stand for whatever
the voters of the particular state
holding the next caucus want to
hear.
Accusations have been flying
between Dukakis and Gephardt
regarding political "flipflopping." Both can make a case
for that accusation. Conversely,
nobody can accuse Jackson of
"flip-flopping" because he has
not; the issues he stood for in
November are the same he
stands for now.
For the record, he supports
reduction of military spending
by over $20 billion, and tunneling
those federal funds into education, housing, job training and
universal comprehensive health
He supports the ERA, a strong
Civil Rights Act, opposes SDI
and chemical weapons, and is in
favor of the INF treaty and most
of the major military test bans.
He opposes aid to the Contras,
and favors sanctions against
South Africa.
In essence, he is a traditional
Democrat, representing traditional Democratic party
values, without trying to fool the
public into voting for him by
sending up flip-flopping smokescreens.
Despite Jackson's party-line
pragmatism, the Democrats'
major concern about nominating him is simple:
He can't win the general election.

Why are all the so-called political experts convinced that Jesse could never beat probable
Republican nominee George
Bush in November?
At this point, none of the Democrats would beat Bush, who
has enjoyed a primary romp
along the presidential coattails
of Ronald Reagan.
Vet of all the Democrats,
Jackson has shown the most
widespread support.
He aid well in the South, where
Gephardt and Simon were embarrassed by Gore; he won Michigan and finished second in Illinois, states where Dukakis
may have confirmed party fears
that he cannot win in the industrial Midwest.
He is currently in a virtual tie
with Dukakis in delegate count,
but if you count up total victories
(eight) and second-place finishes (13), Jackson is the easy
leader.
While the other candidates
show only regional appeal,
Jackson has the ability to develop grassroots support
nationwide.
Yet the whispers are starting:
"If Jackson is the nominee, the
Republicans will turn out in
droves to vote against him."
Maybe — but in a country where
50 percent of eligible citizens
generally don't bother to vote,
an emotional election could only
inspire a high voter turnout —
ana thatis the idea of the democratic process.
As the Ohio primary approaches, you'll start to hear intimations that "A vote for Jackson is
a vote for Bush."
Wrong. A vote for Jackson is a
vote for the best-qualified, most
appealing candidate in the Democratic field.
And maybe, just maybe, a
vote for the next president of the
United States.
Doherty, a senior English
major from Bowling Green, is a
columnist for the News.

Edith C. Churchman

Administration denies
student involvement
As a member of this university and a person bred to appreciate democratic values, I feel it is
my responsibility to voice my
opinion on the two articles appearing in The BG News on
March 11.
Amy Burkett wrote the article
"Board Denies Faculty Input"
and reported that Mr. William
Spengler, chairman of the Board
oi Trustees, said that review of
the president is the sole responsibility of the Board. This, Mr.
Spengler, is a policy of dictatorships that quell criticism to
maintain control. This statement of yours scares me, and I
begin to wonder what kind of
back scratching and eyewashing is occurring between
the Board and the president, I
Krsonally will let Mr. Olscamp
ow when he does something I
don't like. Perhaps greater faculty input will lead to the betterment of their performance.
Then each student will get a better return on each tuition dollar.
It is frightening that at a university designed to encourage
students to think and take responsibility for their own lives,
the administration of the university contradicts democratic
principles and denies students
and faculty meaningful involvement in the operation of
the school.
Catherine Hoehn wrote the article "U.S.G. Votes to Remove
Authority," which is in reference to Mr. Olscamp's authority
to veto Undergraduate Student
Government amendments. I see
striking similarities in the
government of the United States
and USG. As Abraham Lincoln
stated in the Gettysburg Address, government should be "of
the people, for the people, and
by the people." Thus, shouldn't
USG be "of the students, for the
students, and by the students?"
This scenario reminds me of
my personal experience in high
school, where again I had to
comply with an authoritative
administration that lacked imagination. Mr. Olscamp, only
when you encourage greater
participation on the part of the
student body can you transform
from a ruler to a great leader.
Drian Fangman
75 Rodgers
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Kelsey backs school spending
to create excellence," by reallocating money "towards
tracking in top scholars."

by Catherine Hoehn
staff reporter

Because such a large portion
of Ohio's budget is spent
on education, state money should
be re-allocated to "create excellence" in education, according to
one candidate for the Ohio Senate.
In a press conference held at
the Bowling Green Court House
Monday, Reeve Kelsey, R-Perrysburg, who is seeking the
nomination for Ohio's Second
Senate District seat, said 50 percent of the state's budget is
spent on education.
However, Kelsey said the
state should "not throw more
money at the system, but move

leeve Kelsey

Kelsey, 40, said the Senate
should create jobs and cultivate
growth to help Ohio "regain its
competitiveness against neighboring and southern states." He
said the Senate can accomplish
this by improving government
services and worker's compensation, which are presently too
costly and bureaucratic.
In other issues, Kelsey, who is
also a Perrysburg councilman,
attacked past Ohio Democratic
senators, insinuating Gov. Richard Celeste and others are the
major causes of increases in

business costs and costs of living.
If the Democrats regain control of the Ohio Senate this year,
they will be under substantial
pressure from special interest
groups to increase taxes again.
We cannot let this happen, he
said.
"We must send a signal to
Ohioans and those planning to
invest in Ohio, that we have a
balanced state government."
He pledged that he will not
vote for any increase in the individual income tax rates, nor any
increase in the rate of sales tax
levied by the state against our
consumers. He also said he
would follow Senate President

Paul Gillmor's lead of lowering
taxes.
Kelsey said he opposes heavy
reporting requirements of the
Federal Community Right to
Know statute, which mandates
employers to disclose the existence of hazardous materials in
the workplace.
"The state has no business
imposing its will on the eraEloyer-employee relationship
eyond that which is necessary
to protect the health and safety
of its citizens," he said.
Kelsey, an attorney, was elected to Perrysburg City Council
in 1987, and serves on the Wood
County Republican Central and
Executive Committees.

Master Teacher
Continued from page 1.

Eligible teachers are notified
and asked to send their vita, syllabus and teaching philospny to
the selection committee.
Members of the Undergraduate Alumni Association, two
alumni and select Alumni
Center employees screen the
nominations and select 10 to 15
semi-finalists.
The semi-finalists are visited
in the classroom by the selection
committee and finalists are
picked.
Additional classrroom observations and a personal interview
conclude the process to determine the winner of the
award.
"It is a very selective. process," Reinke said. "They are
reviewed . in class, on their
teaching philosophy, and the
award is based on teaching."
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Olscamp improves overseas ties
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

The University took another
step toward improving its relations with international,
higher education institutions
last week.
Salzburg University, in Austria, recently recognized the
University's international student exchange program and University President Paul Olscamp for his commitment
toward international education.
Olscamp traveled to Salzburg
over Spring Break to receive the
"Gold Medallion Award" from
the University of Salzburg.
The award was part of ceremonies held to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the student
exchange program between the

"The president of the university called
and invited me to accept the award. The
academic senate of the University of
Salzburg wanted to give me this award
and they felt the 20th anniversary of our
exchange program was a good time to do
it."
-University President Paul Olscamp
two schools.

Olscamp was invited to Austria by the president of Salzburg
University.
"The president of the university called and invited me to accept the award. The academic
senate of the University of Salzburg wanted to give me this

WANTED!
Life guards & swimming instructors
Summer '88
Student Recreation Center

award and they felt the 20th anniversary of our exchange pro§ram was a good time to do it,"
Iscamp said.
Despite the recognition from
Salzburg University, Olscamp
said he would like to see the
University's exchange program
grow.
"I think our foreign student
exchange program is far too
small. I'd like to see it expand,"
he said. "It can improve by our
relations with China, our Canadian studies programs and our
European programs."
Due to the decline of the dollar, some European programs
are in trouble, he said.
Olscamp expressed some concern with the exchange program
in Tours, France.
"We're worried about the program in Tours. Because of the
declining dollar, enrollment in
the program has been cut in
half, he said. "The program in
Germany seems to be quite
strong. It hasn't seemed to be affected by the dollar decline. We
probably won't see the effects
until next year."

Students 'exchange' their lives
Editor's Note: Amanda Stein,
1987 graduate from the University, was a staff reporter for the
News the past two years. She is
currently studying in Tours.
by Amanda Stein
reporter

TOURS, FRANCE — Every
year, there are University students who pack up their bags
and decide to spend a year in
another country as a foreign
exchange student on one of the
University's many Academic
Year Abroad programs.
They leave and no one hears
from them again for a whole
year. Where are they and what
are they doing?
The program in Tours,
France, is well into its second
semester and the Id students
remaining (20 others chose to
stay only one semester) are

continuing to improve their
knowledge of the French language and culture while, at the
same time, trying to visit as
much of Europe as possible.
According to Anna Miller,
who is in her second year as director of the Tours program,
the year abroad in France has
two main goals.
"The first (goal) is to have
direct exposure to French culture through living with families and traveling in France.
And the second is to become
fluent in French," she said.
The students have the responsibility, Miller said, of
Sarticipating as fully as possile in French life. This can be
achieved most easily through
the families and different activities at school.

If they meet their responsibilities, Miller said she believes
the student can greatly benefit
from his or her year in France.
"By living with a family and
asking questions, students can
get to know a group of people
from another culture really
well. They can find out about
French culture from an insider's point of view," she
said.
The undergraduate students
in Tours take their classes at
the Institut de Tourraine, a
learning center for foreign
students.
"At the Institut, they meet
students from all over the
world. This allows them to see
France through the eyes of
people with backgrounds
different from their own," she
said.
She added that from a practical standpoint, it is better for
the students to be at the Institut than with other French students.
"Most of the students who
participate on the program
have only had through French
202 at Bowling Green. It would
be very hard for an intermediate student to take classes
with the French." Miller said.
"The Institut allows them to
make maximum progress in
French."

"Anything on top of that is
just a plus for the student," she
said.

The city of Tours, which has
approximately 350,000 inhabitants, also has its advantages,
according to Miller.
"It's almost in the center of
France. Geographically, it's a
good location for visiting other
parts of France," she said.
"It's also a good-sized city.
Large enough to have many
activities but also small
enough so the students can easily find their way around," she
said. "There's not as much
pressure as far as lifestyle and
O See Tours, page 5.

for more info - contact Scott 2-7477

FOOD OPERATIONS STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Opportunities for Summer & Fall 1988
Applications for Summer & Fall are being distributed March 14-18 and March 28-April
1 at the following locations:
McDonald Dining Hall
2:00-4:00pm
Founders Dining Hall
4:00-6:00pm
Commons Dining hall
4:00-6:00pm
Harshman Dining Hall
2:00-6.00pm
Krelschcr Dining hall
4:00-6:00pm
Student Employment, 460 Student Services Building, will be taking applications
March 10 through May 6, 1988. at the following times:

Monday

10:00-4:30

Tuesday

8:00-5:00

Wednesday

10:00-5:00

Thursday
Friday

10:00-4:30
8:00-5:00

Courtesy/Lesley Chapman
Tracey Justus, a University junior majoring in French, is having her
portrait drawn outside the Notre Dame in Paris.

Q
A

Summer Job Applications include:
Summer School-June 18-August 13 at Founders
Conferences:
Boys State June 11-19 at Harshman and Kreischer
Ohio Music Teachers Conference June 11-14
Jr. High Jamboree - August 4-7 at McDonald
Fall 1988 job applications include:
McDonald, Commons, Kreischer. Garden Terrace-Deli, Amani, Chilys, Founders. Harshman, Bake Shop, Zzas, and The Galley.
NOTE: It is recommended that all persons seeking fall employment, work approximately
two weeks during spring semester for training purposes. Current Food Operations Employees need not apply at this time.

What job provides you with
practical sales experience
while giving you the opportunity
to be one of the highest
paid students on campus?
Being an . . .
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
for The BG News.

Applications are now being accepted for
positions for the 1988-89 academic year.
Must have own car. All majors are
encouraged to apply.
Pick up applications and job descriptions
at 214 West Hall

American Heart
Association
tf
WE'RE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

•You choose the Sub
We'll fill the Mug
.

raCjBOi't sprrlal. Cimigr't tptclal.
Taco »ub. German Delight.
Vegetarian. Monly. Hawaiian
Punch. CM\ Delight. Regular, or
Roa»l Beet

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

To your door or in the tton
Fifed 16 oi coHtckH

Pooliors
Pliio

'

MUG
for only
$<

'3.50

I'M5

PRE-EASTER
SPECIAL
MON-FRI

Dress Blouses
long & short sleeve
solids - prints - stripes

25% Off
ZJne f-^owder [ uff
525 Ridge

DEADLINE: Friday, April 8, 1988 - 5 p.m.

South Main
-*—°*"
■FREE DELIVERY DAILY
■ from HAM

352-7571

I

ROOMMATE
OF THE
YEAR
CONTEST

Sponsored
by:

If your roomie wins, he/she will get:
* designated day on campus with complementary *
breakfast, lunch and dinner
* two free UAO movie passes *
* free record or tape *
* many other exciting prizes *
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN UAO OFFICE
3rd FLOOR UNION MARCH 28th-APRIL 8th

APPLICATIONS DUE at 3 p.m. APRIL 8th.
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Co-op deluged
with students
by Amy Reyes

reporter
There is an overflow of students looking for work experience and temporary summer
jobs through the University Cooperative Education Office.
Approximately 400 students
applied this semester and of the
nearly 800 total students registered with the office, only
about 300 will be placed in
summer positions, according to
Bruce Smith, Cooperative Education Director.
Last year the office placed
about 500 students in the fall
and spring with 200 to 250 businesses which have come to deSend on University students,
mithsaid.
"The employers love the students. Sixty percent were
offered jobs by their co-op emEloyers. Or a lot of them will
elp students find jobs," he
said. "One student got 12 job
offers from a co-op."
The co-op office is usually
busiest during the spring
semester because most students use this time to seek
summer jobs, Smith said.
But Smith said spring is ordinarily the worst tune for students to look for a position because the competition is fierce.
For example, a Dayton company had 20 summer openings
and over 400 applicants from
around the country, Smith said.
"Another company had one
opening for summer and interviewed seven candidates with
4.0's and work experience," he
said.
More juniors are using the of-

Tours

"The employers
love the students.
Sixty percent were
offered jobs by
their co-op
employers."
-Bruce Smith
fice to find required work experience by particular colleges.
Smith said. Most colleges require students to get work experience and some departments go as far as visiting students on the job.
Academic performance is
known to improve with more
work experience, Smith said.
"Students are beginning to feel
the application is important in
classes."
Some of these co-ops turn out
to be interesting and worthwhile experiences, he said.
"A co-op is only what you put
into it. If you come in with ambitions and goals you're more
likely to achieve them and be
successful," Smith said.
Students prefer to obtain
positions which pay, but there is
another advantage to paying
students for their work than the
obvious one, Smith said. For instance, co-ops offer a more
realistic professional work setting, which puts responsiblity
into the hands of the students
who take it more seriously
when there is money involved.
Smith has found that computer science is the market where
students can make "big
money." These jobs are known
to pay $12 an hour or more.

□ Continued from page 4.
other things are concerned as compared to
Paris (where the first month of the program is spent). It's much easier for a foreign student to fit in."
The AYA in France program includes
many excursions throughout the year to
different areas of the country of bread,
wine and romance. Two permanent ones
are to Mont St. Michel, in Normandy, and
to Perigord, in the south of France.
There are dozens of chateaux which various kings of France lived in during the
Renaissance period within a 30-mile radius
of Tours. These are also a permanent feature of the program, Miller said.
"And other places are visited depending
on students' interests and available excursion funds," Miller said.
Phillip Mancino. junior English and
French major, said he decided to come to
France in order to get away from his normal surroundings.
"I also wanted to learn a different culture and improve my language skills," he
said.
Mancino lives with a French family but
it's not what he would classify as a typical" family.
"There are students from all different
countries living there. There were nine of
us at first but the number has fluctuated
throughout the year," Mancino said. "But
French is the common language between
all of us so we communicate that way."
Visiting other parts of Europe was also a

Proficiency
P Continued from page 1.
of the University, Barber said it
would have to be thoroughly examined and "considerable support" from units outside the department is warranted.
"I'm looking at it from an
academic point as well as the
point of view of social usefulness," he said.
Last fall's exam topic, which
was initiated by Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of Health Services, was the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
Doherty said the idea to increase education about racism
came from concerns of participants of last semester's racism
forum.

He said practically the only downfall this
year has been the weak dollar.
"I miss being somewhere where the dollar actually has some value," Mancino
said.

Chapman said she is very pleased with
her classes at the Institut.
"I can honestly say the teachers I've had
here have been some of the most intelligent and knowledgeable I've ever met —
Also, some of the nicest," Chapman said.
Other things she misses besides family
and friends include late-night pizza delivery, American football, David Letterman
and sugarless gum.

"I'm really happy I've stayed. I don't
think one semester is enough. It's really
been since the second semester started
that I've progressed," she said.
Chapman said she feels she has matured
a lot by living with another family.
"Being away from my family and
friends for so long has definitely made me
more independent," she said.

It was suggested at the fcrum
that more education about
different cultures be provided to
decrease prejudice towards
people from different backgrounds, she said.
"By having racism as the
(proficiency) topic, I feel it will
bring out feelings of students in
the classroom and maybe open
discussion of the topic," she
said.
She said having racism as the
topic will not solve the problem,
but start the ball rolling by
heightening awareness of racism's existence.
"Racism is an ignorance and
education is the first step in approaching the problem,"
Doherty said.

Anyone interested in studying in Tours
should contact Lenita Locey in the Department of Romance Languages.

NURSING
GRADS
Make the call
to your future.
0-216-368-7456
Collect
If you're a graduating nurse, a
brief phone call can connect you with
some of the best nursing opportunities
being offered to upcoming nursing grads.
Saint Luke's Hospital, a 474-bed teaching
and research hospital affiliated with Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, is an outstanding environment for beginning your nursing career. Learn about our many
advantages, including our programs for continuing
education, our orientations, our excellent patient-to-nurse
ratio, and our attractive salary /benefits package.
Call us any weekday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. We're eager to hear
from you.

ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

Nomination) are now being accepted for the 1988 Student
Leader of the Year Award. Any student who has served as
an officer of an organization registered with the Office of
Student Activities & Orientation during the 1987/88
academic year is eligible to receive this award.

Chapman said she expects the year she
has spent abroad will help her find a job
upon graduation.
"I think anyone who has spent a year
abroad will have an easier time getting a
job, no matter what the major," she said.
It shows you're more responsible and can
communicate with people in another language."

When he returns to the University, he
cannot wait to eat at Myle's Pizza Pub and
drive a car.
Lesley Chapman, sophomore French
major with an emphasis on education, said
it was a requirement for her to come to
France for at least a semester. But she
made the decision to stay the entire year to
try and learn the language as well as possible.

Study Abroad

1988
STUDENT LEADER OF THE YEAR AWARD

Chapman is the only foreign student in
her French family. She has two younger
French "brothers," and she said it's nice
to be the oldest in the family for once.
She has been able to go one of her brother's schools to several times and get a
first-hand view of how the French education system works. She said this should
help her in her future career as a French
teacher.

big reason Mancino wanted to come to
France. He has done just that.
"I did most of my traveling over
Christmas break — the Netherlands,
Germany, Austria, Italy and Switzerland.
I'm also planning on seeing Greece, England, Spain and Portugal, if the money
holds out," he said.

■ SEMESTER 0B YEAR PROGRAM
■ ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
■ BRITISH FACULTY
- amah and Europaan UM
■ra onarad m htaratuia. haNory. art haMory.
onm& muaic aoooiogy. education.
psychology. convrx»*cationa. and poWtica
I tnfnMi MM h tinii mumi ■■■'!. to qu—i.a iuo»m. m
COURSES

Nomination Forms (available in 405 Student Services) must
be completed and returned to the Student Activities &
Orientation office by WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6 at 5:00 p.m.
Nominees will be sent an Information Sheet to be used in
conjunction with the Nomination Form in determining the
winner.

Saint Luke's Hospital
11311 Shaker Blvd • Cleveland. OH 44104
Saint Lukr'i Hospital u *n equal opportunity r mptoyrr m I h

"•"• —<* liHooMltan about lh. Ithaca CoHaf* London C*nlai <o:

The award will be presented at the annual Student
Organizations Leadership Recognition Reception to be held
on April 19.

»M»ai

SCHOOL

YlAB

UAJOS

•Mum * Otftoa ol HMM Proorama, MuMr 2l«. Ithaca CoMga. Shaca. NT 14B9P

ItTookAQ^atOffer
From FifthThirdTb Get
MeTbPkyAgairL
Announcing the Fifth Third challenge. Here's
Six rVkxitlis-^Mcrithly Service Charge
Open a new One Account* and you'll enjoy the
benefits of the area's best checking plans — free personalized checks, loan discounts, free traveler's checks,
a Jeanie® card and much more. And, when you open
! any checking account between now and May 31,1988,
you'fl enjoy the first six months without the regular
monthly service charge.
ACredit Card With No Annual ¥ee.
When you open your new Fifth Third checking
account, you can get a VISA® or MasterCard®, upon
qualificaoon, with no annual fee in 1988.
Stop by any Fifth Third Banking Center or call
for more information.
Take the challenge and switch today!

FIFTH THIRD BANK
Of NORTHWESTERN OHIO

•IMNaTMaa* «*mi*.ta.i«n. us)«

ITU

en ifcaa*

MCMI

snnor-

B*~.

i«u, *~rt««s™ • *. 'w.iM-^hMtTMiai

715 Second St.

• House - Summer

236 Troupe
706 Second St.

• House • Fall
• Efficiency turn
Summer - Fall

211 S. College

• Unit A • Fall
• Unit B ■ Summer
and Fall

517 E. Reed

•2 BR furnished summer only
• 2 BR furnished summer only

521 E. Merry
720 Second

•

• 1 BR furnished summer only

707-711 Third
715-719 Third
723-727 Third

• summer & fall • 1 BR furnished or ■
unfurnished

402 High St.

• 2 BR unfurnished summer only

120 State St.

• 1 BR unfurnished - 1 yr. lease
May to May

448-455 S. Enterprise

• 1 BR furn./unfurn. •
summer & fall

649
831
839
854

•
•
•
•

Sixth
Seventh
Seventh
Eighth

Forest Apartments
- 853 Napoleon
- 751 High
- 849 Napoleon
- 851 Napoleon

2
2
1
1

BR
BR
BR
BR

furnished - summer/fall
furnished • summer/fall
unfurnished - summer/fan
unfurnished • summer/fall

• 2 BR
furnished/unfurnished
grad student housing
summer & fall

John Newlove Real Estate

V4hO*4| ASlOTMftON

Putting People First.
The Tradition Continues...

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592

Summer/Fall
Apartments/Houses
Available

319 E . Wooster
Office Hours: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
—

354-2260

or

352-6553
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Panama

Criticisms up for award
by David Pagcl
reporter

Criticism published by the University Popular Press is again
nominated for awards and
prestige in the category of
mysteries.
Three books
have been
nominated for
the 1988 Edgar
Allan Poe
Awards in the
category of biographicalcritical studies
published in
1987, said Pat ^^
Browne, editor
of the Popular Press.

They are "Introduction To
The Detective Story" by LeRoy
Lad Panek, "Campion's Career:
A Study Of The Novels Of Margery Allingham" by B. A. Pike,
and "Corridors Of Deceit, The
World Of John Le Carre" by
Peter Wolfe.
Awards presented to these authors would also benefit the
Press through increased sales,
which such awards tend to stimulate through publicity,
Browne said.
"We make the effort to publish
critical works about mysteries
and detective stories," Browne
said. Criticism of fiction, rather
than works of fiction themselves, is published by the Press
because there is strong competition by other book publishers for

,

n Continued from page 1.

fictional publications, she said.
The Press has published three
other books by Wolfe and two by
Panek, Browne said. Panek's
first book won a Poe Award.
The process of publishing used
by the Press is to send a
received manuscript out to
readers who specialize in the given field, Browne said. Based on
their judgment of the work, the
Press decides whether or not to
publish the manuscript.
Manuscripts are accepted
nationally, and the Press is not
partial to authors connected
with the University, she said.
The Press publishes 20 to 25
books a year — twice as many as
it published two years ago,
Browne said.

The fleeing protesters left a
trail of shoes, mostly women's
Eumps unfit for running. Repor■Ts saw at least two people
trampled in the rush, including a
woman who suffered a compound leg fracture.
Jose Faundes, secretary of the
Panamanian Human Rights
Commission, identified the five
detained protest leaders as Carlos Gonzalez de la Lastra, Alberto Aleman, Roberto Aleman,
Roberto Roy and Frank Maurice. He said Gonzalez was arrested when he went to army
headquarters to inquire about
the other four.
Faundes said the four were
leaving the scene of the march
in a car when they were stopped
by a paramilitary squad.

Before the march began, Lt.
Col. Virgilio Mirones of the Panama Defense Forces urged the
protesters to disperse.
"We don't want to fight with
the Panamanian people," the
officer said through a megaChone. "We want to fight the
nited States."
But the swelling crowd jeered
at him, shouting, "Join us, join
us" and "Noriega must go."
The United States has called
for Noriega's ouster since he
was indicted in Florida in February on drug-trafficking charges. The Defense Forces chief
has said he is innocent.
The Reagan administration
has also imposed a number of
economic sanctions on Panama
and supported efforts by former
President Eric Arturo Delvalle
to freeze Panama's deposits in
U.S. banks.

Monday's demonstration was
one of the largest in months.
Like others, it was smashed with
drill-like precision. An hour
after it ended, squads of soldiers
had occupied every major intersection and most streets in the
city.
The mayors of Panama City
and one of its largest, poorer suburbs had warned protesters not
to violate a ban on demonstrations that "subvert public
order."
In a communique published in
state-run newspapers on Monday, the mayors said the ban
imposed Oct. 19,1987 was still in
effect.
The papers also carried a
statement from the principal
pro-government political party
calling for a protest rally in
front of the U.S. Embassy later
Monday.

AMERICAN X LUNG ASSOCIATION.
I

Tht OntimM SW P*OD>t •

-CHARLESTOWNF
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

LET'S SEE YOUR PICTURES
FROM SPRING BREAK.
VALUABLE COUPON
COLOR FILM DEVELOPING
AND PRINTING
12 15 24 36
EXPOSURE
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ONLY
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Pills N Packages Pharmacy
(formerly Dorsey's)
"The Pharmacy that goes beyond your health needs"
500 E. Wooster

(iy th. track,)

352-1693

University
Graphic Arts
Services
211 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

372-7418
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See us for your
CAMERA • TYPESETTING • LAYOUT/DESIGN
needs

Black & white PMTs, halftones, reversals, dim positives
Camera-ready art preparea for journals, brochures,
newsletters, tiers, etc
Full Typesetting Services, inducing
Typesetting and LaserWriter output from Macintosh disks
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Elsewhere
News Briefs
Monkeys attack motorist
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia
(AP) — A troop of monkeys
roaming the southern desert
attacked a motorist who ran
over one of its members,
jumping on his car and
smashing the windows, a
newspaper reported Sunday.
The Okaz newspaper said a
man was driving to work
when he killed the monkey on
a highway in the Khamis Mesheit region. The newspaper,

which did not identify the
man, quoted him as saying
the other monkeys chased his
car but could not catch it.
But when the man drove
home later on the same road,
he found the monkeys still
gathered around the dead
animal's body, according to
the report. When they spotted
his car, they jumped on it and
smashed the windows with
their fists, the paper said.

Poe book to be auctioned
NEW YORK (AP) - A rare
first edition of Edgar Allan
Poe's first book, a collection
of poetry written when he was
14, is to be auctioned by Sotheby's, which calls it "the
most exciting book discovery
in many years."
In the 161 years since its
publication, only 11 other co?ies of "Tamerlane and Other
oems" have been found.
Published in 1827 by an obscure Boston printer when the
poet, short story writer and
critic was 18, it could bring as

much as $300,000 at auction on
June 7.
This 12th copy of the book
was discovered in a bin of
early 20th-century pamphlets
on fertilizers and farming
machines by a Massachusetts
book collector while he browsed at an antique barn in New
Hampshire. The price was
$15.

Judicial candidate slain

Indian activist's assassination adds to air of unrest
PEMBROKE, N.C. (AP) — Supporters of slain Indian activist Julian Pierce said yesterday they would seek to change state law that
would automatically make his judicial primary opponent the winner
of the election.
Backers of Pierce, a lawyer who was shot to death over the weekend at his rural home in what authorities called an assassination,
decided to seek a special legislative session to allow a substitute
candidate in the May 3 primary for Superior Court judge in racially
divided Robeson County.
State law says if a candidate dies 30 days or more after the filing
period closes in that election, the opposing candidate is declared the
winner.
Under that provision. District Attorney Joe Freeman Britt, a
white, would be declared the Democratic primary winner. And since
there is no Republican candidate in the county, Britt would become
judge automatically if the law isn't changed or waived.
Harvey Godwin, Pierce's campaign manager, said the 25-member
Committee to Elect Julian Pierce decided Sunday night to ask Gov.
Jim Martin to call a special session of the General Assembly to
change the law in this case.
"This is a special case," said Godwin. "This death does not come
under the law, which says death, but doesn't involve political assassinations. This whole assassination was to get him as a person and a
candidate."
Pierce, 42, was found dead at his home early Saturday. Authorities
have said they have no suspects.
Britt, who had reported receiving threats after Pierce was killed,
and his family were in seclusion under police protection. He issued a
statement after the killing calling it "sad and tragic."
State Rep. Sidney Locks, a black minister, said he also supported
the call for a special session. He described the situation in the county
Monday as unsettled because of the slaying but he doubted violence
would occur.

"It was quite a thrill," said
Jay Dillon, an assistant vice
6resident in Sotheby's Rare
ooks Department.
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"Things are very tense, but we hope cooler heads prevail," said
Locks.

Martin's spokeswoman, Karen Rotterman, said the governor
would have the authority to call such a session but she didn't know
what he would do.
Robeson County, which borders on South Carolina, is 37 percent
Indian, 37 percent white and 26 percent black. It is one of the state's
poorest counties, and has long been torn by racial animosity.
Anger at what the Indians call corrupt local government and entrenched racism boiled over most recently Feb. 1, when two Lumbee
Indians took hostages at The Robesonian newspaper in Lumber-ton,
the county seat. Eddie Hatcher and Timothy Jacobs said they engineered the siege in order to attract attention.
James Davis, a member of a U.S. Justice Department team sent
to the county, said Monday that his team had met with residents and
will continue to meet with them.
"The tension in the community has caused the entire community
to express real concern," Davis said. "We're here to try to evade
that tension and bring calm back to the community, to do whatever
we can to bring confidence back to law enforcement.
"I don't believe any of the minority groups are contemplating violence. They are just grief-stricken."
Godwin said the committee will ask for special legislation to "delay the primary for this office only, and set up a way for us to find
another candidate."

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days ot vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School con mean
for you Coll
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419-354-3133 COLLECT
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Applications are being accepted
for

Summer 1988 BG News editor
Fall 1988 BG News editor
1988-89 Gavel editor
1989 KEY editor
1988-89 Miscellany editor
1988-89 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
Application deadline Wed., April 13.

Deadline Extended for !«tru© Director

SPOTLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE
Here's your opportunity to work with local and regional
bands for concerts and mixers.
Includes:
* Monday Musicians *
* Comedy *
* Diverse Musical Entertainment *

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN UAO OFFICE
3rd floor, UNION
ONTUES., MARCH 29th

DEADLINE: 4 p.m., FRL APRIL 1st

lop Notch Talent
Can you sing, dance or play an instrument?
Audition for the Pre-Registration Variety Show!
Sign-up for auditions at 405 Student Services
until April 10th. Auditions will be in 3010 of
the Moore Musical Arts Building.
Sign-up today and join the

team!
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Israel seals off territories Falwell seeking
JERUSALEM (AP) — The Israeli army on Monday imposed
its broadest clampdown yet on
the 1.5 million Palestinians fiving in the occupied territories,
sealing the regions for three
days to combat a PLO day of
protest.
The army also announced it
was barring journalists from the
territories tor the first time in
the four months of unrest that
have left 119 Palestinians and

Four hurt
in Detroit
plane fire

one Israeli soldier dead.
Under the measure, the
650,000 Arabs in Gaza will be
banned from leaving their
homes, while the 850,000 Palestinians on the West Bank will be
confined to their villages and
towns, the army said.
The three-day closure began
at 10 p.m. Monday in the Gaza
Strip and at 1 a.m. Tuesday in
the West Bank, an army statement said.

The restrictions also bar
Palestinians from crossing the
two bridges over the Jordan
River, the army said. Incoming
traffic from Jordan will be permitted, however. The orders
also forbid Palestinians living in
the territories from entering Israel, affecting about 110,000
Arab workers.
In Washington, the State Department criticized Israel for
sealing off the territories. On

Friday, the department advised
U.S. citizens to avoid travel to
the areas because of continuing
disturbances.
The closure followed a mass
arrest campaign aimed at preventing violence Wednesday,
when Palestinians mark Land
Day, the 12th anniversary of a
1976 clash between soldiers and
Arabs over the confiscation of
Arab land. Six Palestinians
were killed.

ROMULUS, Mich. (AP) - A Northwest Airlines
jet was evacuated Sunday night when residual fuel
vapors briefly ignited, causing what witnesses
thought to be a fire, authorities said.

was sighted by a controller in the airport tower,
passengers aboard Flight 288 and by people
aboard another plane taxiing behind the Northwest aircraft.

Four passengers were injured slightly while
evacuating the Boeing 727 jetliner shortly after it
landed at 8:20 p.m., and the incident forced the
airport to close for about 20 minutes, according to
Northwest and airport spokesmen.

The pilot of Flight 288 was alerted and triggered
an automatic device that extinguished the flash,
Edelstein said. By that time, he said, the plane had
been evacuated and airport firefighters were
summoned.

Flight 288, originating in San Diego, Calif., with
144 passengers and seven crew members aboard,
landed routinely at Metropolitan Airport, Northwest spokesman William Wren said.
"Residual fuel in the exhaust system of the auxiliary power unit produced a flash that caused
evacuation of the aircraft as the aircraft awaited
clearance to taxi to the terminal," Wren said in a
prepared statement.

But, Edelstein said, "By the time the fire department got there, there was no visible evidence
of a fire." An initial FAA examination of the plane
revealed no burned parts or other signs of an actual fire, he said.

The flash was sighted at the plane's right wing,
where the residual fuel is exhausted, Wren said.
Mort Edelstein, a spokesman for the Federal
Aviation Administration in Chicago, said the flash

The auxiliary power unit runs the aircraft's electrical, air conditioning and other systems while it
is on the ground and operates separately from the
engines, wren said.
The four injure passengers were treated at Annapolis Hospital, mainly tor cuts and bruises suffered while sliding down evacuation chutes, nursing supervisor Barbara Morrow said.

North's pardon
LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) —
The Rev. Jerry Falwell has
launched a petition drive to
press for a presidential pardon
for Oliver North, saying the
eDvernment is using the fired
ational Security Council aide
as a scapegoat in the IranContra affair.
Falwell announced the petition drive Sunday to his congregation at Thomas Road Baptist
Church.
Falwell said North, who was
indicted earlier this month for
his role in the Iran-Contra affair, was only following orders
and frying to do what a "spineless Congress" wouldn't do in
Central America.
"I decided we didn't have any
hope with the independent counsel and the 250 staff members,
who are being paid with millions
of our tax dollars to hang this
man, to imprison this man. We
can't win there," Falwell said,
referring to special prosecutor
Lawrence E. Walsh.
"We can't win in the Con-

gress," he said. "We've long
since abrogated a Congress that
has enough statesmen in it to
make a difference. The majority
of them are more committed to
the next election than the next
generation.
"But, we can appeal to the
court of public opinion." Falwell
said. "And I've decided to put
together a national pardon petition to the president of the
United States, and see if I could
find 2 or 3 million people who
would sign with me.
Falwell's petition says North,
who just retired as a Marine
Corps lieutenant colonel, fought
communism in Central America
and in the process became the
object of terrorist death threats.
"The least our country can do
is to free him from the cloud of
Eersecution that hangs over his
ead and that of his family," it
says.
Falwell said he would deliver
the signed list personally to
Reagan.

U.S. troops
happy to
go home

^No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.w

PALMEROLA AIR BASE,
Honduras (AP) — About 800
American soldiers deployed in
Honduras in a show of force
against Nicaragua left Monday
aboard seven C-141 cargo planes
bound for the United States.
The soldiers from the 82nd
Airborne Division were whistling and shouting as they boarded the planes, the first of the
American contingent to leave
Honduras.
"This is nice, it's beautiful,"
said Sgt. Elliott Cook, 22, of
Miami, when he saw the planes
to carry him and his fellow soldiers home. "I am happy to go
home because nothing happened."
Outside the Palmerola Air
Base, about 200 Hondurans
demonstrated their support for
the Americans.
They carried signs saying,
"Thanks for having helped us
maintain our liberty" and "Unity makes for democracy,
thanks for being here."

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one gcxxl
reason to call longdistance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another gcxxl reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmi n her start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
S( > whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
t< > her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®
II"you'd like to know more
about AT&T pnxJucts and
.services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

The paratroopers were scheduled for an airdrop into their
home base of Fort Bragg, N.C.
They are part of a torce rushed to Honduras for 11 days of
training exercises to flex U.S.
military muscles after a reported incursion by about 2,000 Nicaraguan troops chasing
U.S.-supported Contra rebels.
"I'm sure they'll be home for
a late dinner at least," Maj.
Gary Hovatter, the U.S. military
public affairs officer at this base
40 miles northwest of the Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa,
said Sunday. He said the soldiers would probably parachute
into Fort Bragg at about 5 p.m.
EST Monday.
"It's great to be going home,"
said Sgt. Dale Taylor, 22, of Red
Springs, N.C. "It's goingto be a
sis-boom-bah occasion. They're
going to have a band and our
families will be there."
President Reagan ordered
3,200 paratroopers and light infantry to Honduras on March 17
and 18. Honduran President
Jose Azcona Hoyo asked for a
show of force against after the
reported incursion.
Nicaragua denied the report
and claimed the United States
was preparing to invade or using
the deployment as a cover for
providing equipment to the Contras. U.S. officials have said the
troops are taking back all the
equipment they brought with
them, including tanks and aircraft.

Gillmor
a Continued from page 1.
University President
Paul Olscamp said he is
grateful to receive close to
what was requested, and
that "we do try at the University not to play the
Ce in asking for more
what you need."
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CIM too much to 'Bear*
Falcons eliminated by Maine, 9-4, in two-game, total-goals series

by Al Franco
sports reporter
ORONO, Maine — There's no
place like home. There's no
place like home...

The University of Maine
hockey team can verify what
Dorothy said in the Wizard of Oz.
UM used its home-ice advantage, ousting the Bowling Green
hockey team by a 9-4 score in the
two-game, total-goal series.
BG ended its season in the
NCAA Quarterfinals at Alfond
Arena in front of sell-out crowds
of 4,300 both nights.
It wasn't paved with yellow
brick and the UM players awoke
Sunday morning realizing the
road to Lake Placid wasn't a
dream.
The Black Bears, who won by
scores of 5-1 Friday and 4-3 Saturday, earn the rights of playing
Lake Superior I which beat Merrimack 8-4) at Lake Placid in the
"final four" of the NCAA tournament.
Minnesota defeated Michigan
State (8-5), and St. Lawrence
beat Wisconsin (10-4). Minnesota will play St. Lawrence, Friday, with the winner playing the
victor of LSSU-UM Saturday for
the national title.
UM was sparked by four
unanswered goals in the second
period of Friday's contest.
"With Bowling Green winning
the first period 1-0 and Maine
winning the third period 1-0, the
second period really killed us,"
BG head coach Jerry York said
after Friday's loss.
The four goals were for all intents and purposes the series as
Maine would "bear" down on
defense for the remaining four
periods.
Down by four goals after one
game, the Falcons desperately
needed to get a quick lead on the
Black Bears Saturday.
"When we went into the game,
we thought if we could get the
first few goals we could make it
an uncomfortable situation for

York

Emerson

Maine," York said. "Sometimes
in front of a big crowd like this
when the gap becomes narrow it
might make it a difficult game
for them to play. "We were
never able to get that two- or
three-goal lead that we wanted
this game (Saturday) that would
of closed that four-goal lead that

they had."
The Falcons came out pressuring UM in its own zone, but
Black Bears goalie Scott King
thwarted any would-be goals for
BG. King would continually
make the first save throughout
the series, and his defense would
clear the puck before the Falcons could get a second chance.
"We're very proud of our
team defense, UM head coach
Shawn Walsh said. "We're
number-one in the country in
scoring I understand. All I know
is we played pretty good defense
tonight. Defense wins chamEionships." While the defense
alted the BG scoring threats,
Maine's offense increased its se-

ries total-goal advantage to five
in the first period.
Jim Burke fired a quick snapshot by BG goalie Paul Connell
to give the Bears a 1-0 lead at
6:14 of the first period of the second game.
The teams traded goals in the
second period. Senior Andy
Gribble ripped a slapshot by
King from the top of the right
face-off circle while BG was on
the power play.
Maine answered as Bob Corkum tipped in a Eric Weinrich
shot at 14:04 to give the Bearcats
a 2-1 lead after two periods.
In the third period, both
team's added two goals as UM

defeated the Falcons 4-3.
For BG, Nelson Emerson split
the Maine defense and deked
King at 13:22, while Thad Rusiecki added a goal with just 22
seconds left in the contest.
Saturday became catch-up for
BG because most the damage
was issued Friday. Friday's
game was characterized by BG
missing bonified opportunities
in the first period, ana losing the
game and eventually the series
in the second period.
Despite the travel woes which
saw the Falcons arrive late via
bus from Boston to Orono,
See Too Much, page 11.

Photo courtesy the Key/Brad Phalin
From left to right Bowling Greens Rob Blake. Scott Paluch and Paul
Connell sit dejectedly on the Falcon bench after BG was eliminated by

Maine in the NCAA quarterfinals in Orono. Maine, Saturday.

BG year
worthy
of pride
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Hey, Hey, My, My, Rock
'n' roll can never die.
There's more to the picture
than meets the eye. Hey,
Hey, My, My. . . - Neil
Young
The Bowling Green
hockey team's season is
over, but the loss hasn't
overshawowed the way the
Falcons rock 'n' rolled during the second half of the
season.
"I'd like to congratulate
Bowling Green on one
heckuva season," University of Maine head coach
Shawn Walsh said. "It's
easy for a team to ride a
crest like we have from a
coaches' perspective, but
to turn it around the Jerry
York has done, (that's an
accomplishment)."
UM has been ranked
number one for most the
season, losing a game here
and there. The Black
Bears record stands at
33-7-2. BG was 7-8-1 after
its first 15 games, but finished the season 30-14-2,
going 23*1 in the last 30
games.
"He (coach York) won't
win Coach of the Year, but
he probably deserves of it
because he has completely
turned around that program," Walsh continued.
"I think that at most
places they probably
would have came in and
won."
D See Proud Season, page

Bears' hype fanatical
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Sure, the BG players, coaches, and fans had
their sights set on Lake Placid and the opportunity
for a second national title. But there was simply
too much going against them. The University of
Maine, here's a college that receives more media
attention than most Division I football programs.
One can pick up the Jan. 25 copy (pre-Super Bowl
issue) of Sports Illustrated and find a story featuring the Maine hockey team smack, dab in the
middle on page 34 of the 66 page addition.
The story is about how UM's flamboyant head
coach Shawn Walsh had turned the program from
a dismal 33-73-1 record in the five season's before
his arrival to the number one team in the nation.
Walsh is 32-year old bachelor, one of those guys the
women can t help but like.
Walsh has had various ties with BG. He was a
former third-string Falcon goalie, graduate assistant coach under Ron Mason, coach of BG's club
team, and a Bowling Green High School coach.
But the media attention doesn't stop with just
one SI article. After getting settled into the hotel
room in Bangor, Maine, someone turned on the
TV. It was a taped interview with UM right wing
Bob Corkum and Black Bear assistant coach
Bruce Crowder.
After the interview, the channel was turned
again. There's a preview of the weekend series and
interview with Walsh. Turn the channel again, and
there's the end of another Walsh interview.
And the newspaper coverage was unbelievable.
The Friday morning Bangor paper, whose

hockey reporter is a guy named Larry Manoney,
put out a tabloid in which Mahoney had written
more stories than most reporters write in a month.
Mahoney also writes for College Hockey Week and
77ie Hockey News.
Most of the games are covered by the WABI
televison station i Bangor's CBS affiliate), and
were present both Friday and Saturday. There
was a large photo, Saturday, of Brent Regan's goal .
and a decent size story about the Black Bears 5-1
victory in the Boston Globe'.
And the fans, forget it, explanation point, they
top it off. They had white hankies to wave and
when they put them down, they could pick up their
signs that had MAINE on one side, and SIEVE on
the other. The sieve sign (equivalent to saying he's
swiss cheese) was to aggravate the BG goaltenders.
BG goalie Paul Connell could have posted two
shutouts and they still would have been waving
them. By the way, Connell did have an exceptional
weekend.
The fans also did every chant in unison, brace
yourself BG fans, not just sections A and H. They
passed out a sheet at the door which had the cheers
and when they should be chanted. M-A-I-N-E rang
the loudest.
They even held the newspapers when the BG
player were being announced, sound familiar?
Even Maine's arena receives alot of attention.
Harold Alfond Arena is shaped like the sand dunes
in a National Geographic magazine.
The fans love Maine hockey and Maine hockey
loves the fans. The largest sign in the Alfond Arena
was on the long bar under the balcony. It read,
'•Our Thanks To You, The Fantabulous Maine
Fans, The Hockey Team."

Photo courtesy the Key/Brad Phalin

Photo courtesy the Key/Brad Phalin

Maine center Dave Wensley is the center of attention as he parades around Harold Alfond Arena with a team
banner following the Black Bears' 9-4 two-game, total-goals series.

Maine's Guy Perron poke checks the puck away from Bowling Green's leading scorer Nelson Emerson during
Saturday nights 4-3 Black Bear win.
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Tumblers place third in MACs
by Don Hensley

sports reporter
The Bowling Green gymnastics team started its spring break with a bang and ended it
with a fizzle.
The Falcons kicked off their break in fine
fashion by scoring a season-high 179.65 in a
dual meet at the University of Pittsburgh.
Although the tumblers lost the meet
180.85-179.65, they still had many great individual performances.
The best performance was Lisa Hillman's
record breaking uneven bars routine (9.4).
She shattered the old mark of 9.2 previously
held by Julie Bender.
This was not the only outstanding performance in a day filled with season highs.
Junior captain Kim Trost scored her seasonhigh on the beam with a 9.5. Freshman Kim
Crawford responded by posting her seasonbest 9.2 on the vault while junior Suzanne
Bell chipped in with a 9.15 on the floor.
The all-around competition saw the tumblers place three gymnasts in the top three

spots. Trost was first with a 36.45, followed
closely by Griffin (36.15) and Hillman
(35.85).
Falcons displayed strength and depth
which seemed to be a good indication of what
was yet to come in the Mid-American Conference meet the following week. The team
instead responded by taking third in the
MAC with an average score of 175.55.
"After the Pitt meet I really thought the
team had performed exceptional," BG head
coach Charles Simpson said. "We were real
relaxed and felt no pressure. The following
week we suffered from a downer. Having to
keep the team here over break to practice
really seemed to damper their spirits."
Although the tumblers didn't score extremely high, they were still very much in
the meet until the end. Kent State, who had
beaten the Falcons twice during the season,
took the MAC title with a 176.6, followed
closely by Western Michigan's 176.4.
BG was paced by Crawford who picked up
the slack and surprised the MAC by finishing
the all-around in fourth place with a 35.55.

This was truly amazing sinct the Troy
native began the year only competing in a
few events.
Also pacing the BG attack was Griffin,
who finished fourth on the floor with a 9.1
and sixth on the vault with a 9.0. Griffin also
finished the meet with an all-around score of
35.2 which was good enough for sixth place
as well.
Bell provided some help in the vault where
she scored a 9.1. Pacing the Falcons on the
beam and bars were Crawford (8.9) and Lori
Pinegar (8.75) repectively.
"The atmosphere at the meet was overwhelming," Simpson said. "A couple of our
top people had bad days and we were hurt by
a tew falls on the balance beam and the bars
as well."
The regular-season may very well be over
for the Falcon tumblers, but they still hold
hopes of making the NCAA Northeast regional meet. The list of teams that make it
will be released April 3. Until then, the Falcons continue to practice hoping for nno
more chance.

Falcon Softball team surprise in west
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter
The Bowling Green women's softball team is living proof that records can be deceiving.
Owners of a 5-13 record, trips to tournaments in Arizona and Texas
have given the Falcons ample opportunity to see different parts of
the country along with some of the nation's better teams.
In late February, BG traveled to Tucson to compete in the Univerrvi it. .*•>i*<..>'l."^j'
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sity of Arizona's Nissan Classic, while last week they arrived in
Houston to compete in the Houston Classic. Both tournaments featured squads ranked among this year's top women's softball teams
in the country.
Despite the unimpressive record, the Falcons have nothing to be
ashamed of according to head coach Gail Davenport.
"We purposely scheduled it this way to prepare for the MAC
season, 'she said. "We have played well thus far, but our record and
our stats are a little deceiving because of the quality of competition
we have faced."
BG went 1-2 in the Houston Classic last week, but pulled off the upset of the tournament when they defeated defending NCAA Division
I champion Texas A&M 9-3 in the quarterfinals, the Falcons then
went on to lose to Cal.-Berkely (6-0), and Nebraska (4-0) in the tournament.
Besides participating in the Houston Classic, the Falcons played
four other games during their stay in Texas. The Falcons were
defeated 5-2 and 2-0 by Sam Houston State and Texas A&M gained
revenge of its defeat in the tournament by defeating the Falcons 5-0
and 2-0.
The Falcons travel to Detroit today to take on the University of
Detroit in a doubleheader starting at 3 p.m.

Proud Season
G Continued from page 9.
But Alfond Arena wasn't the
same place BG visited when
they defeated Maine 6-5 to win
the Dexter Shoe Classic there in
December. Sure, it was the
same rink, but it wasn't the
same atomosphere. UM had lost
to BG and were determined not
to let it happen again.
The win in the Dexter Classic
started BG's surge in the second

half of the season.
After a loss and a tie against
first-place Lake Superior on
Jan. 8-9, BG swept Miami and
Ohio State. Following a split
with Illinois-Chicago, the Falcons went three straight weeks
without a loss. During the
stretch, Bg swept Ferris State,
Michigan State, and Western
Michigan.
It had been the first time in
four years the Falcons were able
to sweep the Spartans.
A split with Michigan in the
season finale rewarded the Falcons with second-place in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association and home-ice advantage
for the opening round of the
CCHA playoffs.
The Falcons swept Ferris
State to earn a trip to the CCHA
Elayoff championships at Joe
ouis Arena. The sweep was
sparked by freshman Matt
Ruchty's goal in the fourth over-

Falcon home
opener today

The Bowling Green baseball team was 17-33 last year
and finished dead last in the
Mid-American Conference.
However, hope of improving that mark this season was
not possessed in BG's trip
south over Spring Break as
they are 3-8 going into today's
3 p.m. home opener with
nationally ranked Michigan.
BG's trip went through Indiana, Mississippi and Louisiana.

The Falcons began the trip
with a doubleheader split
with Hanover College, winning the opener 11-5 before
dropping the nightcap 4-1.
Single game loses to Tulane,
Southeast Louisiana and Tulane again followed before the
Falcons could manage a 8-4
victory over Southern Missis-

Netters success split
The Bowling Green men's
and women's tennis teams
posted spring break records
as different as the way Jimmy Connors and Mats Wilanderplay the game.
The Falcon women, under
head coach Sheila Chiricosta,
won five of six dual meets on
a trip to South Carolina to up
their overall record to 7-3.
On the other hand, the Falcon men, behind the leadership of head coach Bob Gill,
went 2-5 on their trip to Kentucky, Florida and South
Carolina to fall to 3-fl overall.
The Lady Falcons recorded
9-0 victories over DeKalb Coltime in the opening game
against FSU. The Falcons won
5-4 in the longest game ever
played at the BG Ice Arena.
At the "Joe," BG defeated Michigan State in the semi-finals
as senior Andy Gribble beat
MSU Jason Muzzatti to give the
Falcons a 5-4. Junior Greg
Parks added an empty net goal
for his third goal of the contest.
The Falcons would meet Lake
Superior in the CCHA finals. BG
was 0-3-1 against LSSU during
the regular season, but wouldn't
fold at the "Joe."
BG defeated LSSU behind an
outstanding goaltending performance by sophomore Paul
Conn ell. Connell stopped 57
shots in the two games and was
awarded tournament MVP.
Connell, senior captain Scott Paluch and senior Don Barber
were named first team alltournament.
Sophomore Nelson Emerson
and Paluch were both dubbed

rs,
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sippi.
BG then split with Southern
Mississippi (a 5-1 loss and an
8-1 win). The Falcons concluded the trip by dropping
two to the University of Cincinnati (7-4 and 3-2).
Catcher Mike Hayes leads
four Falcons with .300 averages or better at .385. John
Komar (.364), Kyle Hockman
(.304) and Kevin Ward (.300)
follow Hayes.
Ward and Hayes lead in
home runs with four and
three, respectively.
Scott Taylor paces the Falcon pitching staff with a 2.51
ERA and 18 strike outs in 14
1/3 innings. He is 0-1 in the
young season.
Hurlers David Freese and
Chris Fugitt are both 1-1 but
have ERA's slightly above
4.00.

For Both Pairs
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lege, Wright State and Baptist College. BG ripped Berry
College 5-0, while squeaking
by Akron 5-4.
BG's lone loss came against
Rutgers 9-0.
No. 1 singles player Julie
Banks posted a record of 5-1,
as die! teammates Brenda
Conley and Kelly King.
The men did not has as
much luck as the women, as
they were only able to muster
wins over Eastern Kentucky
(9-0) and Coneordia College
(6-3). BG dropped decisions
to Jacksonville (7-2), Flagler
College (8-1), Georgia State
(90), The Citadel (7-2), and
Armstrong State (5-4).
All-CCHA for their efforts during the season. Senior Andy
Gribble made Honorable Mention, while junior Alan Leggett
paced the All-Academic team
with a 4.0 in microbiology.
Emerson has also been selected as a Hobey Baker finalist,
college hockey's equivalent to
the Heisman. Emerson finished
the season with 34 goals and 49
assists for 83 points ans was the
CCHA's top-scorer.
The second half saw many
marked improvements in individual play. Connell had a 6-5-1
record with a 5.24 goals against
average after the first 17 games.
By the end of the season, Connell
dropped his GAA to 4.00 and finished with a 27-10-2 record.
Barber went 11 games without
a goal and only had 11 assists.
Since then, Barber has scored 18
goals and 36 assists finishing the
year with 54 points. BG landed
an NCAA tournament bid for
winning the CCHA playoff
championship and were ranked
fifth in the NCAA College
Hockey Poll following the
season.
The Falcons notched the number four ranking in the West and
would host Vermont. It had been
the first time since the 1977-78
season that BG would host the
NCAA tournament.
BG handled the Catamounts
easily defeating them by identical 5-1 scores in both outings for
a 10-2 victory in the two-game
total-goals series.
With the victory, the Falcons
earned the right to travel to
Orono, Maine to face UM. It is
here where all the excitement
and hoopla of the quest for a
national title ended as the Falcons lost 5-1 and 4-3 for a 9-4
defeat at the hands of the Black
Bears in the tourney's final
eight.
It's tough when you look
back on the year," Paluch said.
"Our turn around has been so
much fun. Everybody would be
lying if they said they didn't
have their sights set on Lake
Placid. It's a good hockey team
we played in their own building,
and they were pretty hot."
No sour grapes. The Falcons
second half surge was simply
halted. But won't be easily forgotten.
LOFT RENTAL
REGISTRATION FOR
FALL/SPRING '88-89
IS COMING SOON!
FOR YOU TO GET
1

FREE ASSEMBLY

2 A 10% DISCOUNT
3 A FREE LADDER

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

st^iMSa
352-2533

Make You Payment
ana Gel Irrlormation
at me Unlveraity Union
• Aflrl 11, 12. 13. 14. 15
• In me Fort Room on the 3rd Floor
• Open 9-5
For More Information Cal.

Lofl Construction
500 Lehman Aw.. 419 / 352-3838
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There's no place like home
by Brad Phalin
photographer

Bowling Green, Detroit, Cincinnati
(Covington, Kent.), Boston, Portland,
via New Hampshire and Bangor. In all,
it took six states, four cars, two planes
and a bus to get me to Bangor, Maine - a
total travel tune of 24 hours.
After all that, I still missed Friday
night's contest against the University of
Maine.
The route from BG to Boston offered
no obstacles, but once I arrived in Boston, the road got rocky. Boston's Logan
Airport is so close to the Atlantic Ocean,

Too Much
□ Continued from page 9.
Thursday, BG wasn't burnt-out
and came out flying in the opening contest.
Senior Brent Regan took a
Brian Meharry pass, wheeled
around and beat King from in
close at 8:12. With a 1-0 lead, the
Falcons could have easily
expanded the lead.
Emerson had the puck and
what appeared to be an open net
to the left of the King at 9:41.
Emerson tried to shoot the puck
high into the net as King slid
over, but he didn't shoot high
enough as King managed to
grab it and hang on.
Meharry also had a golden opportunity at 10:03. Chad Arthur

it is actually a part of it. The spring and
fall fogs rolling in off the Atlantic cause
seasonal headaches for those traveling
to and from Boston.
On Thursday, the hockey team's
flight to Bangor was cancelled. Friday
was worse. Every flight from Boston to
anywhere in New England was cancelled. From 1-10 a.m., six flights to
Bangor were absorbed by the fog.
So I was stranded in Boston with 45
pounds of camera equipment and an assignment to shoot the weekend series
against Maine looming over me like the
fogover Logan.
The only thing I could do was call
Bangor and tell the guys not to pick me

dumped the puck in the UM zone
to the left of King. The puck took
a weird hop off the boards behind the net and bounced right
through the crease to Meharry
who was skating in from the
right point.
King was on the other side of
the net but skated back in time
to deflect Meharry's shot wide.
"We thought we played a good
first period," senior Brent Regan said. "We could have been
up by more if we would of buried
those chances;."
The second stanza belonged to
the Bearcats as Vince Guidotti,
Dave Wensley, Dave Capuano,
and Dave Nonis each scored,
while BG failed to answer.
While Hockey East Rookie of

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

up at the airport. However that in itself
posed a problem, because there are
rush hour calling times for New England Bell. Dialing the operator produces a busy signal.
Roughly 20 attempts came up empty.
I turned from the phone in dejection to
hear a young lady say, "OK, Stacey this
is what were going to do. We're going to
get a car and drive to Portland." My
first scoring opportunity of the day, so I
inquired to see if there was room
enough for me.
Bingo.
Now all I had to do was wait for her
boyfriend to drive her car from Portland, 100 miles north.

the Year Mario Thyer iced a 5-1
victory for UM, Walsh said the
key to the game was the ability
to stop the BG offense from getting back in the game in the
third period.
"We wanted to win the third
period," Walsh said. "We knew
it was the most important period
of the year."
And UM didn't allow the Fal-
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Large 1-ltem

4.00

In House Only
4-9

A poster on the wall at Alfond
Arena reads "Lions, and Tigers,
anABears, Oh My!" And how
appropiate for the Black Bears,
a team that found no place like
home, and are off on the road to
Lake Placid.

T
i

=1

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY^

The Bowling Green basketball
team named Anthony Robinson
its Most Valuable Player for the
1987-88 year last night at the
team's annual banquet.
Robinson led the Falcons in
scoring (14.5 points per game)
and rebounding (5.0 rpg).
Forward Steve Martenet was
awarded Academic Scholar and
also received his award for being selected third-team Academic Ail-American this year.
Also receiving awards were;
James Tyler (Spirit Award)/
Joe Gregory (Top Playmaker
Award), Joe Moore (Rookie of
the Year Award and Top Defensive Player Award), and Ed
Colbert and Billy Johnson (tie
for Most Improved Award).

Large 2-ltem

5.95

Free Delivery

MARKS

15198 Grove Rd

216-548-4511

cons to score taking a commanding lead which would hold up
into Saturday's contest.

Cagers name
award winners

Pizza
Pizza
$
$

SKYDIVING

Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

In Portland, I was left at the bus
station and waited in a cold drizzle for
two hours because the station was
closed. The bus to Bangor finally arrived at midnight, long after the hockey
game had ended. So why was I still
•aveling?_
From the bus station in Bangor, 1
snagged a ride from a lobster Fishermento the hotel.
He asked me where I was from. I answered Toledo. His next question was,
"Is Detroit really as bad as they say?" I
said yes, but wondered why because at
that point in time, I would have much
rather been at home instead of Baneor,
Maine. There really is no other place.

Garretlsvllle, Ohio 44231

352-3551

PiZZa Pub

Open 4:00

BUY ONE
COME
BACK WWOFOR AND GET
ONE
ON
FREE!
TUESDAY!
Double The Value! Hm M Uj lavoriM Icmiliinij
sub <w regular salad on TUESDAY and (jet OM
ol equal of lesser price KHKK1"
(wiih purchase o!22-«z soil drink)
Not valid with any other coupons or oilers

Sandwiches & Salads

WOODLAND MAIL

i5&<3wk4&«»fc

353-0204

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
;i:iairtiw&a
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday - Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Feature*
2 bedroom - 1 1/2 baths
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets - linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Sound-conditioned interior

Special Features
[All residents win be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following:

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

House*, Efficiencies: 1 bdrm.
Furnished * Unfurnished

.

{

Vice-President

j

Communications {
coordinator
Facilities

*

coordinator

Patio area - grills available

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
I • Indoor Heated Pool
Other Rental*

President

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Activities
coordinator
Treasurer
Secretary

*

11

COCO

Commuter Off-Campus Organization

RUN FOR OFFICE
Applications Available Ground Floor Moseley Rm HOB
Due Fri., April 1 by 5 p.m.
Elections - at COCO
Mori., April 4 from 9-5 p.m.

Classifieds

12 March 29,1988

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS OF:
April 11 * April 18. 1988
Scheduling On-Campui
Interview Appointments:
The Itfst day ol signups (or interviews during
■he penod ot Apr* 11 through Aarii 22. 1966
wil be new on Wednesday. March 30. 1966 at
4 PM at the Northeast Commons Education
s*gn-ups w* be held in the Forum ol the Student
Services Budding at 6 p m AH registrants must
have a First Choice Interview Card to participate
m the first day ot signups Alter the first day.
students and Alumpi-ae may signup tor inter
views Irom bam io5pm at the University
Placement Services. 360 Student Services
Butting A Credential Form mutt be submitted for each Interview scheduled at the time
ol sign-up.
Cancellation ol Interview Appointments:
Cancellation ot an interview must be reported in
pe<son to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm on the Wednesday (one week)
following the corresponding interview Sign-Up
Day Cancellations alter this time wiH be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
caretulry consider employers before signing up
tor interviews

Thursday. April 14
Beachwood City Schools
Bob Evans Restaurants
Charter Network
Defense Mapping Agency
Toledo Central Caihofcc School

Should the BGSU Foundation Divest It's
holdings In companies doing business In
South Africa?

Friday. April 15
ACT Consuttrng Inc
Clark County Schools
Guardian Industries Corp
OCLC

Attend the Undergraduate Student Government forum. Hear the pros and cons of this
Issue.
Dr. Steven Ludd, Favoring Divestment
Mr. Ashel Bryan, Favoring Investment

Monday. April 18
Positive Education Program

Wednesday. April 6. 1980 7 30-9:30pm 121
Wast Hast

Tuesday, April 19
Metropolitan Insurance Co
Ottawa County Schools
Wood Co Office ol Educ

SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY
SIGMA DELTA PI
Meeting tonight. 8 30 PM
Faculty Lounge of the Union
We have a lot ol things planned-hope to see you
there' Open to al

Wednesday, April 20
Hyatt Regency Columbus
US A* Force

STINGER S CAFE
$ 79 Suba after 10 PM
Eat in only.

Thursday
BaHersfietd City Schools

RIDES

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Need lo Ode with a commuter trom Belevue.
OH or surrounding area lor summer term Wl
pay lor gaa Cal 372-4622

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stingers Cafe
Monday-Wednesday ■ Friday
2-8 PM $3 76

SERVICES OFFERED

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4:30
400 Mosaley Hall
Come loin usf
OCMB4749

TYPING

ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
Interested in gaining work experience in your
field? On March 29th the University Co-Op office wi show you how The meeting wif be held
from 7 30-9 00pm in room 102 ol the BA
Budding

Additional Placement Services:
There are important services available to you at
the University Placement Services Please note
that not all organizations and companies regularly recruit on college campuses The kst below
generaffy reltects the high demand areas m the
wortd of work Don't become discouraged if
your career fiekJ is not requested To assist you
m conducting an assertive »ob search, the
University Placement Services provides career
and placemeni counsefcng. credential services,
lob search workshops, professional development seminars, career fairs and an alumni
Falcon Network
Our excellent Career
Resource Library otters you career and
employer information and current lob vacancies
*> ALL career fields Placement Counselors
directly refer registered students to employers
m their desired career fields Insure your access to those services by registering with the
University Placement Services in your final year
at Bowling Green Slate University

DO THE ISSUES OF ABORTION AND SEXISM
CONCERN YOU?
JOIN US TO DISCUSS THESE AND OTHER
ISSUES • WOMEN FOR WOMEN GENERAL
MEETING
THURS
MARCH 31ST 8 00 pm 400
MOSELEY

Tuesday, April 12
Cablevrsion
Foottocker-Lady FootlocKer
Lake County Schools
Unwed Express
Morongo Unit Schools
Waddeua Reed

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice

Center lor Choice II. Toledo.O 255-7769
EUROPE. $29.50 A DAY: Wsrt 7 countnes by
bus. camp at night Contact your travel agent or
TRADEWIND TRAVELLERS CLUB
(212)
832-9072
GRADUATING

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Men -Fri 2-7 PM
STINGERS CAFE

"ATTENTION BG"
Angte Stevens is the world's best BIG1
Get psyched lor Paddle Hunt'
Love.
Lil Sherry

Progressive Student Organization )PSO) meets
tonight 9pm. Taft Room. Union, to discuss
iaauaa affechng students and al others racism,
sexism, divestment, apartheid, tuition increase,
etc Please join us to effect change For more
mlo. cal 352-7534 or write P O Box 101.
Campus

'Alpha PN'JONI KEYES'Alpha Phi'
Thanks for being a greet B*g Sis1 Get psyched
lor living in the house1
I tow yaj
Ul Rachel
•ALPHA XI DELTA-DELTA TAU DELTA*
"Show OFF Your Tan"
■ALPHA XI DELTA'DELTA TAU DELTA*
■ALPHA XI DELTA-DELTA TAU DELTA"
"SHOW OFF YOUR TAN"
UPTOWN. MARCH 30. 4-9
'ALPHA XI DELTA-DELTA TAU DELTA*

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

per od are 65' par lint, 1195 minimum.
5Q. extra „., od (o, to-,] jyp^.
Approximately 35-45 spores per dne.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
7" (16 line maximum) $11.70

PREPAYMENT:

n required for oil non-university relo'ed businesses and individuals.

NOTICE:

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
7U West Hall immediately if there is an error m your ad. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves 'he right to release the nomes ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the plocement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of fraud can be prosecuted

•M.. Aihel
Foundation

Bryan,

Chairman

BGSU
How the proa and cons ol Divestment ol BGSU
Foundation Funds in South Africa

we (he speaker tor
"DIVESTMENT vs. INVESTMENT"
Wednesday Apr 6 1888 7 30-9.30 121
Wast Hal Audience wil be allowed lo ask
questions
A PHI For my Big FJecca A PHI
I want you to see
That I the* you're the greatest
And you mean so much to me1
I Love My Big. Jeni XO

PHONEdL

ADDRESS

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Gate
Monday-Wednesday- Friday
2-6 PM S3 75
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE ALL THE WINNERS OF
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS. ESPECIALLY
KAREN CATANZARITE MELISSA DUNN. JENNIFER YOUNG. AND SUE MILEK ALSO ALL
ALPHA GAMS WHO PARTICIPATED IN IN
TRAMURALS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROJECTS
"YOU CANT HIDE EXCELLENCE!

Alpha Phi Jull Jenkins Alpha Phi
Thanks tor everything you've done.
You've mode Alpha Phi a lot ol fun
Teas, date parties, and blizzards too.
They've been lots ot lun lor me and you
You're an awesome big and reefy good Inend
Together we've bunt memories that wd last hi
the end
I'm reafy going to miss you next lal
Bui. when you gel bock we'I nave a bal1
Love. UT Erin
Alpha Ph. BIG UBBY Alpha Phi
Thanks lor al ot the lun limes
and great memories'
I'm looking lorward lo many
more laughs
Love tots. LI" Cheriee
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
Li Mg TartEvan though I don't say It olten enough. I LOVE
MY BIG' Get excited to get your paddle on
Thursday1

Lev
B« Ul Danielle

Alpha Pin Anne Comna -Alpha Phi
Although we have the smalesl family in Alpha
Phi.
You've made my first yew as special aa could
be.
With the teas, date parties, and special nights
You have helped make this yew out-ol-signt
Thanks lor beng the beat big wound
Were the best pair there is to be lound
Love, bl Pom
lt.il Jennitw Lwk.
I Just wonted to thank you for everything you
have given me You've mode my trst yew m
Alpha Phi unforgettable' I hope we always stay
doee You're the best'
Alpha Pis Love 5 Mine.
Barb

Wednesday Apr 6. 1988 7 30-9 30pm 121
W Hot

USA FIRETTO
Thanks for being such a terrific big sa. but
mostly, thanks lor being such a good friend
Alpha Phi Love > Mine.
LI Cheryl
LYNNELL.
CRASHING TEAS
DATE PARTIES
OH WHAT FUN'
AND THE BEST IS YET TO COME'
GET EXCITED'
LIKE BIG. UKE LITTLE.
UL' WANNA
MARCH is EMOTIONAL WELLNESS
MONTH
Stress management is a ska Learn to channel
your energies into productive wenas and to
handle pressure effectively
For more information on this dimension ol
welnoss and others, van the Well
MICHELE BRANDT
YOU ARE THE BEST BIG EVER I'M SO GLAD
YOU ARE MINE GET PSYCHED FOR PADOLE
HUNT
LIT.B.
UL MARY BETH
RUN FOR OFFICE
COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
PETITIONS AVAILABLE
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER
GROUND FLOOR OF MOSELEY HALL
ROOM 110B
PETITIONS DUE 4-1 BY 5 P M
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS
MARKETING SEMINARS
APR. 4.1:15 PM 220 MATH SCIENCE
APR. 6, 6 15 PM 210 MATH SCIENCE
DON'T FORGET!
SENIOR GIVING WEEK
THE TIME OF OUR LIVES
APRIL 11-15
STINGER S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat m only

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
For your room lurnahmgs
With optional spring pickup
and lal delivery
Convementfy store your couch
bike. loft, refrigerator etc
Sign up at The Union 4-11-4-16
or cal Loft Construction 352 3836

The International Relations Organisation wd DO
meeting Tuesday m Hayes Hal room 203

Delta Tau Doha 4 Alpha XI Delta
In cooperation with Matilda Bay
preaonta Show Ofl Your Tan
DIANA BARTHOLOMEW.
YOU ARE A GREAT BIG"
GET EXCITED FOR PADDLE EXCHANGE!
'
ALPHA PHI LOVE S MINE.
LOR! ANN
Happy 22nd Birthday
Mary Both Otto
Awesome
Love Mike

(For billing purposes only)

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE 3-PITCH CO-ED
SOFTBALL-MAR 29, COED DBLS 4 MEN'S
SINGLE TENNIS-MAR
30: MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL APRIL 5: MEN'S > WOMEN'S
GOLF (OPEN) APRIL 20 ALL ENTRIES DUE
BY 4 00pm IN 108 SRC

Dr. Steven Ludd, Assoc. Professor of
PoHllcal Science spooks lor divestment.
Mr. Ashel Bryan, Chairman, BGSU Foundation spooks lor Investment.

"As wo are students and builders ot the
future, the future is our responsibility. Yu,
our Irlonds abroad, aro a groat source ot
courage.''
-A student sued in Asia lor the
peaceful exweae ol basic human
Help Amnesty Intwnational support
our human rights
AI-BGSU OCMB 4749

WANTED
1 MALE NEEDED FOR ROOMMATE DURING
1988-89 SCHOOL YEAR APARTMENT UKE
NEW, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. LOCATED IN
CAMPUS MANOR CONTACT JOHN AT
372-8683 OR MATT AT 372-5554 FOR
MORE INFORMATION

2 Non-smoking female roommates needed tor
88-89 school yew Own room large house
located dose lo campua Cal 372-1693
Female roommate now or summer Own Room
Phono 352 1879 or 352-0164
NEED 1 or 2 lemoles lo sublease tor summer
apt on 4th SI Cal Lisa St 353-2829 lorrmore
Info
WANTED: 1-2 female roommates lor entire
summw. Please cal 353-7416 oveningo
Wo buy cars: wrecked, funked or anything)
PH 352-5134
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKING
ROOMMATE TO SHARE EXPENSES NICE
FURN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS LYNNE
354-3251 AFTER 6 PM

HELP WANTED
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
Claiflllicatlon In which you with your ad to appear:
Campus 4 City Events*

.Wan tad

Lost and Pound

. Halp Wanted

.Rldoi

. For Sal*

. Sarvlcai Orfereo

. For Rani

OPTIONAL

STORE YOUR
Campus/City Event ads ere published tree ol chorea for one day lor a non-prolit event or meeting only

Dates to appear .

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Moil)
The BO News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks poyoble to The BC News)
Total number of days to appear.

t

■—■—-.——.—

Phono:

372-2601

200 Counselors 6 Instructors Needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Ponn. Lohlkan, PO BOX
234BG. Konllworth, NJ 07033 (201-276-0565.

SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY

. Personal!

»fc-

OR) as.

Apply NOW lor BG NEWS
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
positions for 1968-60 All makxs
encouraged lo apply. Must have own car.
For application i fob description
go to 214 Wast Hall.
DEADLINE: Frl., April I, 5 p.m.

and Gat Information

■- M— UU—UIM am I
UK CMMIMIIM
SSS US— A-., Slt/IM-SSM |

SORORITY HOUSEBOY NEEDED
For 1988-89 School Yaw
It interested please cal Lauren at 372-3307
Summer Positions Available Program Director.
Waterfront Director (swimming boating).
Recreation. Crafts. Outdoor Educatwn Ar
chery. Ritlery. Kitchen Assistants. Nurse Contact Frank R Wason. executive oVectofM-H
Camp wmtawood. 7983 Wiswel Rd . Windsor
OH 44099 or 216 272 5275 Mon Frl 9-4

FOR SALE
1988 Camwo Fled. V8. auto
$8,900 00
354-1511
1986 Chevy Spectrum, 4 door. 5 speed.
stereo. AC. good cond 20 000 mi $6200 or
take over payments Cal 352-5781
20' COLOR TV GOOD CONDITION. HOURS
OF ENJOYMENT $90 CALL 3540879
LEAVE NAME AND MESSAGE
Doctoral Robe $30 00
Masters Robe $25 00
Unlv ol Michigan 1 Wayne State Hoods-Si0
each Mortar Bowds 6 and 7-8 4 7 1-8.
352-0339
GOVT SIEZED HOMES Irom $ 1 (U Repair) BUY
Properties tor back TAXES' For Info. Current
REPO Let cal refundable 1-518-4593546
EXIH153A24 Hrs
to II True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through
the U S government' Get the facta today' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794
RUN FOR OFFICE
COMMUTER OFFCAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
PETITIONS AVAILABLE
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER
GROUND FLOOR OF MOSELEY HALL
ROOM 110B
PETITIONS DUE 4-1 BY 5 P.M.
'77 CHEVY CAPRICE. Cruae control, engine
runa groat, high mesage. $860.
IBM PC Compatible. 640K. 2 disk driver
monitor, good condition $400 Cal Gordon
354 0606 after 5 30 PM

FOR RENT

I semester lal lease $340 a month Fumahed
efficiency Al utotiea paid Umitod number toft
PH 3543182 or 352-1520
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. > AND 12 MONTH
LEASES. CALL TIM AT 352-7162
CONVENIENCE PLUS COMFORT
Furnished Efficiency Apartments
FREE HEAT. AC 5 WATER
PRIVATE PARKING
9 or 12 mo leases available
CALL RE MANAGEMENT TODAY'
352-0)02

FOR RENT
Exooosnt location on comer of Court and Summit Street Summw only. $90 a mo ea lor tour
students UH included Cal for ass than lour or
•.formation 352-2932

Four bodrm house for rent Close lo campua
Al unities paid Cal Scott after 6:00 al
352-5475
QUADS OR QUIET UNDERGRADS
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month tease
FREE hoot. AC. cooking, water
VERY ATTRACTIVE BUILDING
152444*
We hove a few summer rentals
available too1

House for rent: Summer and-or Fal Woostor
across trom campua 352-6000
Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bdrm Summer-Fall t
Clean, atlordabie privately owned
Wo ewe about you!
Fum -unfum . laxjndry, AC
SPECIAL FREE cable TV ratal
it teased for Fal by 5-15-88

354-6036

Muat Sublease 1 bdrm apt -fumahed. close lo
campus. AC - lor summer $500 00 Cal
354-2667!

Now teaamg-May thru Aug. Looses 1. 2 or 3
bdrm. opts 4 houses. Yes, we do alow pets
353 1336
RUN FOR OFFCE
COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
PETITIONS AVAILABLE
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER
GROUNO FLOOR OF MOSELEY HALL
ROOM 11 OB
PETITIONS DUE 4-1 BY 6 P.M.
Smoking roommates lor next lal '88 and spring
89 Haft block Irom campua Mate 353-0344
Summer Ronbmo 3 month looses
Aportmenta- Houses- Rooms

Schedule Your Pickup Time,
Moke Your Payment
■t the University Union
•April 11 12,13. 14. 15
• In the Fort Room on the Sid Floor
■ Oeea »-»

SALES Forty Favor Firm seeking on-campus
representative lor sofas lo Greek Houses during
the 1988-89 school yew Moke your own
hours end average $400 a monlh lor only 10
hours a week Samples. Sales Materats. and
Training al no coal to you Cal Now" Reserve
an interview with our National Recruiter on your
campua soon, al 1 513-223-2203 (Call Col
act) Aak lor "A Touch ol Gone "

1 bdrm turn apt aval lor summer as of 5-7
Rent $120 a mo a uM and a negot OCMB
5758 or 3540104 after 4

USQ
Recognize an Outstanding Faculty Member
Faculty Excellence Award
Applications available in
405 Student Services
Due Apr! 1
USG

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon.-Frt 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round
Europe. S Amor. Australia. Asa Al lakte
$900 2000 mo Sightseeing Free mlo Write
UC, PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mw. CA
92825.

Come listen to arguments from both sides ol
this issue

Bounced chocks can rebound nto a criminal
record Passing a Bad Check a a rrsl degree
misdemeanor with a maximum polenhsl penalty
ol SI .000 tine and-or six (6) months in (ay As a
theft-related offense, a second chwge could be
a felony Don't ignore the store's notices1

Court lo Crock Down on Fane Alwm Cases
Due lo the dramatic increase in fatso alarms.
Judge James Bachman ol the Bowing Green
Municipal Court has odealed that he wd start
imposing al sentences upon convictions
Previously, only tinea and probation were imposed Fatso Alwm a a hrsl degree made
moonor. punahable by up lo a maximum fine ol
S1.000 and-or a «M sentence ol 8 months * Is
a so a tngger offense pursuant to the UrHveraity
Student Code for which dbvnaaol or suspension could be Imposed

NY.NY loving lamaes living m affluent suburbs
outside NYC we interested in hiring energetic.
Ilexible & loving indivxJuate to be live-in childewe providers Perfect iob tor someone who
loves children A traveling A is interested m taking a yew oft Ptease write or cal Pam Kesey
(203) 454-7947 5 Rabbit Ha Rd . Weatport.
CT06880

1 bdrm apartments lor summer 1986 and
88-89 school year. 128 S
Summit
I 2673341

Wednesday. April 6. 1988 7 30-9 30pm 121
Waal Hat

Coed Bicycle Tours
Colorado Rockies 1988 Whitewater raiting,
looping, van support CoHeoe Cycle Tours
(313) 357-1370

In need ol cash? Henry J's. the Furidrinkary. is
now hiring energetic, fun people FlexsMe
scheduling and cw pookng available Apply m
person at Henry J's 1532 S Byrne. Ganbyrne
Center Sun through Wed otter 8 00 PM

TO DIVEST? TO INVEST7-THAT IS THE
QUESTION

Big Sue Moorehead
Get psyched lor Paddle Hunt. I am This week is
gonna be groat'
Alpha Phi love and mine.
UT Bonnie

SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*
Please PP'NT your o3 clearly, EXACTLY'how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Dr. Steven Luod-Fevoring Divestment
Mr. Ashel Bryan-Favoring Investment

Kwon Radanski,
Thanks lor everything. I'm so proud you're my
big You're the best'
Alpha Phi love and tons of mine.
La" Us*

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (PRINT)

INVEST7DIVEST7
YOU DECIDE!

Alpha Phi Amy Peterson Alpha Phi
Sisters we Forever and I'm so glad you're mine'
You're the best big anyone could have Keep
up the Great work with Rush'
Love ya.
Little Nadine

O d°YS prior to publicohon. 4p.m.
[The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)

_ A__e
KAIt>.

ol

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU
AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES"

Tw

DEADLINE!

Professor

Alpha Phi Btg-Qkjatto Beaudoin
Thanks tor being such a great big'
Love,
Your Little
Krn

"*BIG MORE'"
You're the BEST BIG'1 Thanks lor al you do*
Get psyched lor PADOLE HUNT'
Love. Ui Lauren

IPCO Club Meeting
7 30pm. Wed . 106 South
Dave Stanford from Co-Op Office
Wil speak on summer opportunities
'Abo new officer requirements*

The BG News

AMOC.

SENIORS & QUALIFYING
JUNIORS'
Interested in a career flying high performance
military JET wcraft in the Air National Guard?
Cal Dave Prler (419) 866-2035

PERSONALS

EFFECTIVE TEST TAKING STRATEGIES
Time Saver W Tips tor Objective Tests"
March 30-3 30 to 4 30 PM or
March 31-4 00 lo 5 00 PM
LOCATION: 213 Moseiey Hal-Study SkHs
Ctr REGISTRATION IS LIMITED-CALL
372-8840

REMINDER
There are excellent student
teaching placements (al majors) avsaabfe in the
CLEVELAND area (east and west suburbs), the
Lorain county area and the FIRELANOS COLLEGE area PLAN NOW for FaB. 1986 or Spr
ing. 1969 Inquire at Room 318. Coaege ol
Education or cal Dr Mary Joyce Lunn at (218)
235-3885

Wednesday, April 13
Horace Marm

24 HOUR
WORD PROCESSING
352-1616

AIoZ We'lpeck & ship
UPS'Federal Express
148S. Main 352-5042

Attention al Juniors A Seniors1'
Omicron Delta Kappa Is now accepting applications! Applications can be obtained from
405 Student Services & may be returned to the
UAO office. 3rd floor, University Umon
Ormcron Delta Kappa -a a national leadership
honor society A is recognized as one of the
highest honors a University student can earn
Al appKabons must be received by March 30
So Apply Now'

Spotlight Presentations:
Spotlight Presentations otter valuable information about career paths, detailed position
responsAiMies and organizational pnaosophy
All students scheduling interviews are strongly
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights
Spotlight Presentations are usuaRy held in the
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
at 7 p m To enter the Student Services BuUding
In the evening, please use the patio entrance

Monday, April 11
Bfoom'ield H«s Schools
Upper County Elem Schools

'Or. Steven Ludd.
PotWcel Science.

ALPHA GAMS SAY
GO BETA OR GO BALD1"

Friday. April 22
Gabon Oty Schools

No Show Policy
Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or
violation of the cancellation policy will result in
immediate suspension of your sign-up
pnvSeges tor the next recruiting penod If you
*d not honor your scheduled interview you are
requtfed to send a letter of apology to the
employer tor massing the interview tile a copy
of this letter with the University Placement Services, and meet with a placement counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who "no-shows' twice wiH be
denied interviewing privileges for the remainder
of the academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements:
An asterisk (■ j toaowing an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United Stales Please review these
requirements caretulry It no asterisk (*) appears, the organization wiH interview only candidates with U S citizenship or Permanent Visa
Students who do not meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the
M |ng| M

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE W MAY 7.
1966 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACEO BY APWL 1. 1968 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2661 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOU CAP SIZE

Lakemew School District
Marion Laboratories
Midland Public Schools
Russ Berne A Company
State Farm Insurance

Phono 352-7365
Gonorol Counselors.
Group loaders, arts-cratta director, lileguwda
(WSI), Nurse, lood supp . cooka, buarteaa
mgr. Camps located m Bridgewater and
LeeeburgVA Cal me 0*1 Scout Council of the
Notions Capital 1202) 337-4300

Why pay high rant?
Invest In 2-bdrm 12X60 ft rnobso home and
rocoop $e ator Lota of storage. 10X12 ft
deck. Good condition' Must sol now! $6000
w-turn. negotiable Park view. 352-0958

